Abstract. Image category recognition and feature matching is an important access to visual information on the level of objects and scenes. So far, most works concerning local feature matching are limited in gray images. Designed for gray images, SIFT has been found to be a robust local invariant feature descriptor. However, much information is ignored since the color is discarded in traditional SIFT, and some mismatching problems happen due to this approach. To achieve a more accurate feature extraction and keypoints matching, more advanced method is desperately needed. In this paper, we present a group of color descriptors, to increase the performance traditional SIFT does in some occasions like outdoor scenes. Besides, a RANSAC algorithm is also analyzed and applied to our research, to leave out those obvious mismatching. RANSAC works well for images with many self-similar structures, which decreases mismatches significantly. Then we improved the method so that it converges in fewer iterations.
Introduction
Scale-invariant feature transform was introduced a few decades ago by David G Lowe [1, 2] , traditionally, we first construct the Gaussian Scale Space using the Gaussian kernel, where . A subtraction is applied of every adjacent octave to derive a close approximation of scale-normalized Laplacian of Gaussian, , a more detailed discussion could be found in [1, 2] . The Difference of Gaussian (DoG) is therefore defined: DoG = G(x, y, kσ) − G(x, y, σ) ≈ (k − 1)σ 2 ∇ 2 G The subtraction produces the DoG images. Once a complete octave has been processed, the Gaussian image is resampled that has twice the initial value of σ by taking every second pixel in each row and column. Then the local extrema is detected in the neighbor region of 26 pixels in the scale space. Then two optimizations are applied: filter the low contrast points and eliminate the edge response. At these points, a patch of keypoints are located, then stable descriptor is computed. Image gradient is computed of the region centering at each keypoint. The amplitude is computed and angle of the region are computed into a histogram. The main direction in the histogram is assigned to the keypoint, together with the amplitude, the descriptor vector is formed with size 128*128. The matching could be processed based on the octaves and descriptors discussed above.
To simplify and clearly define the problem, a reflectance model is introduced by Shafer in [3] and further discussed by Koen E.A. van de Sande in [4] . The comprehensive reflectance model tries to illustrate the forming of image in terms of light source, surface reflectance and diffuse light. Extensive works have been done to prove the geometrical color invariance, and their performance in describing material properties under different assumptions [5] , which simplifies the reflectance model greatly while remains great valid in a wide range of applications.
Reflectance Model
The color theory needed for the design of the color descriptorsis summarized. An image ( ) f x can be illustrated as follows:
(1) where is the color of the source, is the surface reflectance, and for camera sensitivity, as k traverses color channels R,G,B. The formula could be more comprehensive when adding another term describing diffuse light:
where models the diffuse light, having a lower intensity and originating from varied direction in equal amount.We then derive the spatial derivative of f at given position x and on scale , then the formula comes into 
The reflected spectrum represents the received spectrum viewing position, while denotes the illumination, for Fresnel reflectivity and R for surface reflectivity.
Color Invariance
Suppose the object is matte and no diffuse light, the illumination is under white light. In this case, normalized RGB could be regarded as invariant to lighting and viewpoint. This condition might be too strong to achieve in some occasions. If the light source is not equal in energy through the spectral, where the light is not "white", other proper invariance should be considered. For instance, hue is not sensitive to surface orientation, illumination direction, but suffers in practical use since the hue is undefined near the grey axis. The experimental result is shown in the latter part in this paper. The models presented earlier could be simplified under certain assumptions. Suppose an ideal equal energy illumination, equal spectral components of the source over the wavelengths and variable over the position, which is an applicable for most of the practical cases, Eq.(4) turns into:
The first coefficient in the right side is irrelevant to λ, as a result, we can apply partial derivative and eliminate the term by dividing derivatives in different orders. Thus,
 we successfully prove that hue, the reflectance property, is independent to viewpoint, illumination, intensity and surface orientation.
For greater condition, if the surface is dull or matte, we ignore the f ρ term, and ( , ) ( ) ( , )
Therefore, in similar approach, we are able to prove another invariance C E E λ λ = , insensitive to the viewpoint, illumination properties and surface orientation. If the third dimension of the objects could be ignored, the planar assumption could also be made to derive extensive color invariants [6] , including x x W E E = ,and
There are also a bundle of color invariants proposed based on different assumptions and models. Different as they seem like, there are some basic properties they share in common.
In our research, we choose the early discussed four color invariants: C λ , H , x W ,and x N λ . Results are compared with the traditional SIFT in terms of the number of mismatching.
Experimental Setup
As discussed earlier in this paper, the traditional SIFT algorithm discarded all the color information, bringing shortages in recognizing interest points in some cases. In our view, the color information is somehow separated part beyond grey intensity utilized in traditional SIFT, and the introduction of color should assist the old variables to deal with the task. Besides, traditional SIFT has considered the position and intensity information in scale space for matching. As a result, the introduction of color should not repeatedly do the same job, but open up a new field in feature extraction and interest points matching.
Firstly, instead of the gray images, we use color invariants of the reference imgaes as input to the SIFT algorithm and see its points matching. The results are unexpected since it is tough to normalize the new variables when some of them are greatly varied in value. In the extreme situation, the ratio of the maximum and minimum reaches 10^15, when we computed hue in some data. In this case, applying smoothing filter cannot help given the great difference in magnitude. Setting a threshold and discarding the bad points is not proper either, because some semantic bad points contain essential information. The result suffers when discarding these points. The problem is that hue is undefined near the gray axis and the value of it could be extremely high or low in certain area. The lack of stability is intrinsic of hue, and to some extent limit its use in practice.
We also examined , We Computed the linear combination of the variants with the gray image, and set this variable as input to our executable algorithm. It turned out that their performances differ greatly upon different cases and the combination factor lambda. This is quite an indication that simply process the variants as input does not guarantee good results.
Then we put the color invariants as a filter to the matching points derived from SIFT. We extracted the matching points from traditional SIFT, and convey the points location to the color filter, in which a few criterion is applied and some bad points are discarded. The bad point defined there is referred to a pair of matching points that have greater difference in color invariants than a pre-set threshold. The four color invariants are computed for the whole image; local descriptors are also extract based on local information. We designed a 2D Gaussian spatial weights matrix with a 4*4 size, applying greater weight for central points and lower weight for points far away. In this way, we utilized color as additional criterion in selecting the matching points. Since traditional SIFT discards color information and comprehensively considers all the other, our approach compensates SIFT's shortcoming by setting color as judging law.
The new algorithm is able to recognize and discard matching points that have great difference in color invariants-the mismatching by SIFT due to not considering color information. A few examples are shown below to compare the results before and after applying color invariants. We can see that the color filter eliminates a few mismatching points and provide higher accuracy in feature matching. The discarding points are also shown to vividly see the effect of the color filter. We can vividly see the effect of the color filter. Most mismatching points are correctly discarded, while some false positive cases occur.
Ransac Optimazation
As shown in figure 9 and figure 10,In traditional ways, all the mismatching related to cups are ereased, but we also ereasd some correct ones and in one iteration we can only find one best way of transferring. It makes the procession much slow. To get better output we have to itereate the ereased ones to find mis-ereased correct matches.To make the process faster a polished method is introduced. Iteration ended in few rounds, Ransac algorithm can erase those mismatching [6] ,there is a great change of the correcting ones and mismatching ones. After running 2 and 5 iterations for a stable output. There is an evident progress in the ratio of correct matches and wrong matches. 
Summary
Mismatches in SIFT, generally, are caused by two main reasons. First, a matched pair with similar structure in gray image may have totally different color spaces. Second, a real scene may have many self-similar structure, which makes it impossible to distinguish them in local area. The color descriptor perfectly solves the first problems by taking those color invariant parameters into account. According to our experiments, the mismatching was reduced. On the other hands, RANSAC partially excludes the mismatches by self-similar structures. It can improve the ratio between correct matches and wrong matches to 3 to 4 times. Overall, the two methods can have a great effect on the SIFT matches.
